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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a flat cell which is excellent in the

reliability of keeping the sealing function, and large in capacity by storing a

power generation element in a package made of a laminated film in which a

fusion type resin film having the prescribed tensile yield point and breaking

point elongation is fused on an inner side of a metallic foil.

SOLUTION: A fusion type resin film 65 of 100-3Q0kg/cm2 in tensile yield

point, 500-1000% in breaking point elongation, and 30-IOO^im in thickness

is laminated by heat on an inner side of a metallic foil 61 , and a

polyethylene terephthalate film 62 of 5-20fim in thickness is laminated on

the other side through an adhesive layer 64 of 5-10jim in thickness to obtain

a laminate film package 6. A power generation element is stored in the

package 6, and a peripheral edge part of the package 6 is fused and

sealed. The dead space in a cell can be reduced, the reliability in sealability

is excellent, and the durability is excellent in the use and preservation for a

long time.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused r>y the use of this translation.

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention relates to the flat form cell by which receipt sealing was carried out into the

package with which the generation-of-electrical-energy element which consists of a positive electrode, a negative electrode, a separator,

and an electrolyte consists of the laminate film of a metallic foil and a resin film. Especially, it is related with the configuration of the

package film.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, the miniaturization of a pocket device follows on progressing increasingly, and the demand of

the formation of small lightweight is increasing also to the cell used as the power supply. Moreover, advanced features of a device follow

on progressing, power consumption increases, and the demand of high-capacity-izing is increasing increasingly to the cell. Furthermore, it

is in the inclination for the use of duration of service to be used several years - ten years and for a long period of time to increase, and the

obturation function that the reliability which can be adapted for this is high is also demanded.

[0003] In order to fill the demand by the side of said device, in a cell, various amelioration is accomplishing with the thing of a non-theory,

the material of an electrode, a separator, the electrolytic solution, etc. On the other hand, also in the package of a cell, the proposal of thin-

shape-izing and lightweight-izing is proposed. One of them is changed to the package made of synthetic resin produced by the thick metal

produced by the conventionally common spinning or shaping, and it has some which are going to adopt a metallic foil and a synthetic-resin

film.

[0004] The cross section of drawing 4 and drawing 5 shows an example. The positive-electrode charge collector of the product [ 1 / 2 / a

positive electrode and ] for example, made from an aluminum (aluminum) foil, the negative-electrode charge collector of the product [ 3 /

4 / a negative electrode and ] made from copper foil, and 5 are the films of the separator containing the electrolytic solution, or a solid

polymer electrolyte in drawing 4 . The generation-of-electrical-energy element which consists of these is contained in the package film 6.

As for the package film 6, a construction material configuration in which transparency of matter, such as moisture and oxygen, does not

occur through a film is selected. Generally, the laminate film of synthetic resin and a metallic foil is used, outside the mechanical strength

of a package film be maintained, as showed in drawing 5 , the metallic foils 61, such as aluminum, be used as the heart, in order to protect

inner aluminum foil, it be rich in the strong resin 62 of mechanical strengths, such as nylon and polyethylene terephthalate (PET), and an

inner surface at welding nature, such as denaturation polypropylene (PP) and polyethylene, and the resin 63 which a moisture cannot

penetrate easily have be arrange, and the configuration of a laminate film 6 be paste up with said metallic foil 61 with adhesive s

[0005] Moreover, the jacket wrapping material for cells with which the laminating of the olefin system resin with which the graft

polymerization of aluminum foil and the alpha and beta-unsaturated carboxylic acid was carried out is carried out by direct heat welding,

and it grows into JP,3-39883,Y is indicated. As it is in this proposal, in the cell which connotes the nonaqueous electrolyte containing an

organic solvent, it is effective in preventing the metal of a under [ a long-term activity ], and exfoliation of resin to carry out direct heat

weld of a metal and the resin, without using adhesives. Therefore, it is necessary to heat a metallic foil and a resin film in piles, and to

laminate them. In the conventional proposal, the physical properties of aluminum foil which constitutes a package film, or resin are not

specified, general - a metallic foil - pure - aluminum or JIS The alloy numbers 1 100 and 3003 or aluminum alloy foil of the presentation

specified 3004 is used by H4160. The denaturation PE and PP to which the graft polymerization of the unsaturated carboxylic acid was

carried out is used for the welding nature resin film arranged on an inner surface. Nylon and PET are regularly used by the resin film for

maintaining the mechanical strength allotted outside. An outside resin film and an outside metallic foil are laminated through the binder of

an urethane system.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By describing the defect of the conventional package illustrated above explains the technical

problem which this invention tends to solve. A cell is conventionally effective in a miniaturization and lightweight-izing in the point which

can make thickness of a package small. In a certain kind of cell, for example, a lithium cell, moreover it dislikes trespass of the moisture

from the outside, or oxygen extremely, the electrolytic solution must not carry out fly off toward the exterior. The package must have

sufficient function which can prevent transparency of the matter between the inside of a cell, and outside. Moreover, the function required

of said package must not be lost among duration of service.

[0007] When exfoliation of aluminum foil and a resin film arose or it went on further, the corrosion of aluminum foil arose, and some

which pasted up the welding nature resin film arranged on aluminum foil and its inner surface through adhesives had the case where the

function of a package was lost. Generally in a lithium cell, the ether, such as carbonates, diethoxy ethane (DEE), etc., such as propylene

carbonate (PC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC), constitutes the solvent of the electrolytic solution. Although the molecule of these solvents

is slow, it penetrates a polyolefine film. The transmitted solvent molecule commits said binder. For this reason, exfoliation of aluminum

foil and a polyolefine film arises. If exfoliation reaches the edge of a film, since aluminum will be exposed to an outer corrosive ambient

atmosphere, corrosion occurs. Thus, with the film of the conventional configuration, there was a defect in which the closure function of a

package is lost gradually. In order to improve this defect, said JP,3-39883,Y was proposed.

[0008] However, in the cell, the detailed crack and detailed pinhole which cannot be checked visually existed in the metallic foil of a

package film conventionally, and since closure was imperfect, the poor property occurred during an activity and storage. The 1st of the
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cause is generated at a closure process. In a closure process, a package film receives the spinning of the depth equivalent to the thickness of

a cell. By the conventional cell, a crack and a pinhole detailed to a metallic foil occurred in 9 of the portion into which a package film

bends at said closure process, i.e., drawing 4 , 10, and the side portion 1 1 that a tension joins, and there was a problem by which closure is

destroyed. like the above the conventional cell - a metallic foil -- pure aluminum or JIS Although the alloy numbers 1100, 3003, and

3004 ofH4160 were used, these were deficient in ****** and it could not be adapted for the tension in a spinning process. Conventionally,

by the cell, in order to avoid this problem, thickness of a metallic foil was enlarged or the angle of bending was used as the obtuse angle

like drawing 4 . However, since the thickness of a package became thick or an opening like 12 of drawing 4 produced such a configuration,

by the cell of the same size, content volume became small and was a thing at the sacrifice of cell capacity. Therefore, the thickness of the

cell which adopted such a configuration was limited to l-2mm or less.

[0009] It generates at the lamination process of the 2nd metallic foil and welding nature resin film of a cause. A lamination according to

direct heat welding through adhesives has the large elongation of the resin film in a lamination process compared with an adhesives

method. It is in the inclination for the tension which joins a metallic foil to become large, in connection with it. Breakage may occur in a

metallic foil, without the ability finishing bearing this tension. Although the PP of elongation was smaller than PE as construction material

of resin, in the conventional metallic foil, the case where it did not bear still arose. These breakages are detailed and a thing without the

simple and leading method for inspecting the existence of breakage by the field of mass production is the actual condition. Therefore, the

laminate film which is not damaged was called for.

[0010] In manufacture of this kind of cell, into a package film, it faces containing a generation-of-electrical-energy element, and a

generation-of-electrical-energy element must be placed in a right location. By the conventional method, the generation-of-electrical-energy

element was laid on the plane package film. For this reason, the location gap might be produced also with the trifling impact. Therefore, the

method of simple positioning was searched for. The reliability„of this invention which maintains an obturation function is high, and it offers

a flat form cell with a big capacity.

[0011]

[Means for Solving the Problem] A laminate film which consists of a metallic foil and a resin film is used as a package film, and hauling

yield stress of a welding nature resin film and a value of fracture point elongation are specified in a flat form cell which laminated a
"

-wHBInlfnaTnr̂ ^ and a metallic toil of an inner surface directly with heat, without using adhesives. A value ofa tension which

joins by this a metallic foil out of which lamination ** comes is held down wiimn limits which a metallic foil bears, without receiving

breakage. Specifically, it i s JIS about yield stress of a welding nature resin film. 100-300kg/cm2 and fracture point elongation are made

into 500 - 1000% for yield stress by measurement specified to K6758. If both values are this within the limits, breakage will not arise in
^

"aluminum foil at a lamination process. Even if spinning with a depth of2-3mm is added at a closure process, breakage does not arise in a

resin film layer. Compared with the aforementioned range, yield stress is large, or when fracture point elongation is large, a tension which

joins a metallic foil at a lamination process becomes large, and breakage arises in a metallic foil, conversely, a time of drawing being added

at a closure process, when small ~ a layer of a resin film - splitting -- etc. -- breakage arises.

[0012] Let a metallic foil be aluminum alloy foil which contains Fe 0.6% or more. While this alloy foil is excellent in an adhesive property

with resin, even if it receives spinning which it is rich in ****** and acute angle bending joins, neither a crack nor a pinhole generates it.

Furthermore with said conventional aluminum construction material, deep drawing of impossible about 10mm depth became possible. For

this reason, while a closure function of high reliability was obtained, with this kind of packaged air conditioning, a cell of a large capacity

became realizable conventionally with thick [ which was not able to be realized ].

[0013] Let a polyolefine system resin film be PP film. This resin has small heat deformation to PE, and its elongation in a metallic foil and

a process to laminate is small to it. Therefore, elongation of a metallic foil is small at a lamination proces^jiejjthejj^cxa

not only generated in a metallic foil, but dimensiongljcj^ or a wrinkling is obtained. Moreover,

;sinc1Ttfielffi s gooJ,
,,

^^i^entioiiwll"i s excellent [
compareTwW'PE^ h thermal

resistance, and ] in thermal resistance with an elevated temperature.

[0014] Positioning of a generation-of-electrical-energy element has been attained by carrying out mold attachment to a film beforehand so

that a generation-of-electrical-energy element might be restored to a package film at a field of manufacture. With a film concerning this

invention, it was possible to have carried out mold attachment processing by about 10mm Fukashi, and it was effective as a means of
'

positioning, and also a fabrication of a cell of thickness which was not able to be attained was attained in this conventional seed cell. In the

conventional cell, there was no convention about the physical properties ofwelding nature resin, or construction material of aluminum, and

the reliability of closure was inadequate. This invention was accomplished paying attention to correlation with the physical properties of

resin, construction material of aluminum, and breakage on a package produced at a lamination process and a closure process, and the

reliability of closure tends to realize a cell of capacity with thick [ bigger ] than before highly. [0015]

[Embodiment of the Invention] (A) of drawing 1 is the cross section^howing 1 operation gestalt of the flat form cell concerning this

invention, and (B) is this plan for making an understanding easy. 6 is a package filrrTiTrarWnig~lTThe material configuration ot a package
"

film is shown in drawing 2 . 61 is aluminum alloy foil in drawing 2 , and it is characterized by this aluminum alloy containing Fe 0.6% or

more. In consideration of that there is no pinhole and satisfying reinforcement, 20-50 micrometers is suitable for thickness. 65 is welding

nature resin and is specifically trade name ADOMA and MODEL Maleic acids and acrylic acids, such as KKU and the poly tuck, are the

denaturation PP by which graft polymerization was carried out. In order to make reliability of the welding in a closure process high, 30-100

micrometers is suitable for the thickness of resin. A metallic foil 61 and welding nature resin 65 do not use adhesives, but laminate them

with heat. Although the lamination by heat had the large elongation of resin and the big tension was generally added to the metallic foil

compared with the lamination using adhesives, it was the combination of the high metal 0f ******, and the small resin of elongation, and

the tension could be suppressed to the minimum and breakage generating of a metal was able to be abolished,
r
62js^film^wi^a^clmes|.

of 5-20 micrometers made from PET, and is laminated in aluminum alloy^foil, 61 through the^
^icknessor^^ the" cross section of the package fiim 6 which performed

former processing beforehand. The form is attached at least to the film of the method of one by the spinning between the colds so that a

generation-of-electrical-energy element may be settled exactly. A location gap can be prevented by inserting a generation-of-electrical -

energy element in this impression. Processing of about 10mm depth which was not able to be conventionally attained at all with the

package film of this construction material is possible.

[0016] In drawing 1 , a positive electrode 1, a negative electrode 3, andj^e genemti^o

as the main component are contained in, a^packae a cell is closed. As shown
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in drawing 1 , although the package film 6 was about bent by the right angle in 9 and 10 by this invention cell, breakage was accepted in

the metallic foil 61 and there was no ****** in it. Moreover, the breakage on metaled was not accepted in the side portion 10 of a cell,

either. Since tight spinning became possible, as compared with drawing 4 , the dead space 12 of a side portion can be lost like [ it is
******

and ]. For this reason, the effective content volume containing a generation-of- electrical-energy element was large, and cell capacity

improved. Moreover, PP was excellent in thermal resistance compared with PE, and became 120-130 degrees C compared with maximum

temperature having been about 100 degrees C in the case ofPE, and its thermal resistance of a cell improved. In addition, 8 is the positive

electrode or negative-electrode terminal which was prolonged from a positive electrode or the negative-electrode charge collectors 2 and 4,

and was exposed out of the package 6.

[0017] Although an example describes the details of this invention below, there is no configuration of a configuration and a generation-of-

electrical-energy element what is limited to the following examples.

^tExample 1) In drawing 1 , the positive electrode with a thickness of about 0.2mm with which 1 uses a cobalt acid lithium (LiCo02) as the

main constituent, and 2 are the positive-electrode charge collectors with a thickness of about 30 micrometers made from a pure aluminum

foil, and the negative electrode with a thickness of about 0.2mm with which 3 uses a carbon particle as a constituent, and 4 are the

negative-electrode charge collectors with a thickness of about 20 micrometers made from copper foil. 5 -- LiPF6 etc. ~ it is a separator

made from the micropore film ofPP contajm^gjjiej^aqi^^ which dissolved lithium salt in solvents, such as PCand DMC,^

or PE. The solid polymer electrolyte madetodissolve lithium salt in macromolecules, such as PEO, as a separator 5*is also applicable. AsT"

^Hown in drawing, the layered product of a positive electrode 1, a separator 5, and a negative electrode 3 is folded up, and the generation-

of-electricai-energy element whose magnitude is 42x30mm and whose thickness is about 8mm is formed. This generation-of-electrical-

energy element is contained by the package 6 which was shown by drawing 3 and in which mold attachment was beforehand carried out by

cold working. The size of mold attachment is made equal to the size of the component of the cell connoted. 150kg/cm2 and the fracture

point elongation of the yield stress are 700% with the heat welding nature PP film 65Jhej>Krfih^^ outside surface of the

configuration is 10 micrometers, and whose inner surface of the thickness ofthe packagefilnTo~a?e50micrometers in 100 micrometers.

The heart is aluminum alloy foil 61 with a thickness of40 micrometers whose content ratio of Fe is 1.0%. Welding of the welding nature

resin of the package film of two sheets is carried out in the circumference portion 7, and a cell is sealed. Closure is performed, pressurizing

^. with a mold from outside, or is performed under reduced pressure.

[0018] The cell of the same size as an example 1 was made as an experiment, and the ratio of Fe contained in the physical properties of the

welding nature resin film which constitutes a package film, and aluminum alloy foil, and the relation of the quality of a seal were

investigated. Assessment left 20 charged cells each for ten days in the temperature of45 degrees C, and 90% of humidity RH, and made the

^ defect what produced weight change and lowering of open circuit voltage. A table 1 is the result of investigating the relation of the defect

occurrence frequency of the physical physical properties of welding nature resin, and the seal of a cell. Each core material is aluminum

alloy foil which contains Fe 1.0%.

[0019]

fA table 11

mm&w (%) •>-n>*m>tm (ffl)

7 0 7 0 0 3

1 0 0 3 00 4

1 0 0 5 0 0 0

1 0 0 7 0 0 0

1 5 0 8 0 0 0

1 5 0 1.0 0 0 0

1 S 0 130 0 7

2 0 0 7 0 0 0

2 5 0 7 5 0 0

3 0 0 7 5 0 0 .

3 5 0 8 0 0 5

[0020] Yield stress is 100-300kg/cm2 from a table 1 . And if fracture point elongation is 500 - 1000%, it turns out that a defect's generating

is 0. If the physical properties of welding nature resin arewilhiii the lilllils^fthe above, this will have the small tension which joins

aluminum at the time of mold attachment processing, and will be presumed for a metallic foil not to receive breakage. A table 2 shows Fe

content ratio of aluminum alloy foil and the relation of the defect occurrence frequency of the seal of a cell (20 pieces) which constitute a

laminate film.

[0021]

[A table 2]
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A 1 M^^FeOtt*

0. o 1 i5

U . J

0. 6 0

1. 0 0

1. 5 0

[0022] A table 2 shows that a defect's generating is 0, if the content of Fe is 0.6% or more. If the ratio ofFe is 0.6% or more, since it has

the spread nature to which aluminum alloy foil is equal to former processing, this is presumed for a metallic foil not to receive breakage.

[0023] By carrying out the former of the package film beforehand, fixed positioning is always possible at the process which lays a

generation- of-electrical -energy element in a package film. Moreover, a location gap is not produced at the process from which it moves to

the seal after installation.

[0024]

[Effect of the Invention] As explained in full detail above, in the cell which packed with the laminate film, this invention makes possible

that whose cell thickness was a maximum of l-2mm conventionally to about 20mm, and can respond to a cell with a big discharge

capacity. Moreover, it is effective in the dead space reduction in a cell by having made spinning of the right angle of a film possible.

Moreover, the reliability of sealing-izing is high and it is equal to a long-term activity and conservation. Therefore, discharge capacity is

large and the long lasting flat form cell which is excellent in thermal resistance can be offered.

[Translation done.]
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